In recent years, autonomous navigation for mobile robots has been considered a highly active research field. Within this context, we are interested to apply the Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) approach for a wheeled mobile robot. The Extended Kalman Filter has been chosen to perform the SLAM algorithm. In this work, we explicit all steps of the approach. Performances of the developed algorithm have been assessed through simulation in the case of a small scale map. Then, we present several experiments on a real robot that are proceeded in order to exploit a programmed SLAM unit and to generate the navigation map. Based on experimental results, simulation of the SLAM method in the case of a large scale map is then realized. Obtained results are exploited in order to evaluate and compare the algorithm's consistency and robustness for both cases.
Introduction
Relatively to the artificial intelligence, cartography is a highly crucial step for localization and autonomous navigation of a mobile robot. Starting from an initial position, a robot relies on its exteroceptive sensors to build a map for the navigation environnement. The robot localizes itself and learns to react in function of existing constraints. But obtaining the most suitable map is not always obvious for several reasons. On one hand, programming the map manually is a difficult and time requiring operation. Besides, every observer has its own perspective. On the other hand, the navigation environnement is usually dynamic and affected by frequent changements. In this context, Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) is considered a solution for described restrictions. SLAM first appeared with Smith, Self and Cheeseman [17] and developed by Leonard and Durrant-Whyte [6] . The general idea of SLAM is an observation of the whole environnement in a closed loop. The robot must assess when to observe every existing object from a known and a precise position. So, the algorithm's task is to update the robot's position every sample time depending on its current position. This way, we guarantee less uncertainty on obtaining information by estimation. Yet, another source of uncertainty comes from odometry. Odometric errors are very common in mobile robots navigation.
In order to avoid them, we rely on different exteroceptive sensors. In our case, the laser telemeter is the chosen sensor providing the robot's position. In the literature, the SLAM approach has proved its efficiency and robustness especially when it applies the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The EKF SLAM is the first technique to be implemented and every later solution has been drifted from it. It has proved its efficiency when applied for several types of robots [19] . The main characteristic of the conventional EKF is the fact of its simple implementation and operating with white gaussian noise. Several improved versions of the EKF based SLAM appear in recent works. We can indeed mention the Compressed Extended Kalman Filter (CEKF) which divides the state vector into an active and passive parts. When the robot is in a local area, the algorithm updates only the active part. Once the robot moves, the whole update is performed. The Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is another modified version of the classic EKF. The UKF avoids deriving the Jacobian matrices and seeks to reduce estimation errors [2, 10] . The Augmented Kalman Filter (AKF) tends to improve the algorithm accuracy and compensate systematic errors essentially odometric ones. It creates and estimates a new system of odometric parameters [5, 22] . Limitations of the EKF are noted especially in the case of large scale navigation environments. Thus, several approaches appeared for SLAM such as the Fast SLAM, tiny SLAM and Linear SLAM. The Fast SLAM is considered the most successful algorithm, it uses a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter and operates with non-gaussian noises. Unlike the EKF SLAM, fast SLAM relies on posterior estimation over a robot's poses [13, 14, 18] . As for the tiny SLAM, it uses the Incremental Maximum Likelihood (IML) and based on two effective optimization methods: genetic and Monte Carlo algorithms in order to improve the approach's accuracy and speed. However, for large scale and complicated environments, the algorithm becomes slower and gives questionable results [16] . For large scale maps, the linear SLAM appears as a significant solution. This method is based on joining submaps already obtained by conventional SLAM techniques. Significant results are shown by solving a sequence of linear least squares problems [4, 8, 21] .
In spite of the fact that the EKF is the most used technique, we can not deny the efficiency of relatively newer approaches as the use of genetic algorithms. Several approches appear with multiple techniques as the Island model Genetic Algorithm [11] or the use particle filter and steady-state genetic algorithm [7, 15] .
The rest of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 is deals with a general presentation of the SLAM approach. We focus on the difference between localisation and cartography leading to the appearance of SLAM. In Section 3, we deal with simulation of the EKF SLAM algorithm behaviour. The robot is located in the map in presence of all existing features and tracking a defined trajectory. Section 4 describes real tests and experiments realized on a mobile robot to exploit Core SLAM, an integrated unit on the robot. The purpose is generating the navigation map as it is seen by the robot during its movement. Simulation of the SLAM method basing on the obtained map is realized. Results are then analysed to give an idea about the consistency of the EKF SLAM. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Presentation of SLAM Basis
On one hand, the localisation process relies essentially on dead reckoning, sensors feedback and control results. The robot position is then estimated combining all results within a probabilistic distribution. In spite of the highly precise position, computation is very complex. Besides, we discard in the process all characteristics of the navigation environnement. In the other hand, the cartography is the step of building a map of the navigation environnement by exploiting exteroceptive sensors data. However, carrying out manually the carthography is considered as a hard operation. In this case, the robot position depends on avoidable changements and the dynamic aspect of navigation areas. Both localisation and cartography limitations and inaccuracy are overcame with SLAM. The robot gains the ability to locate itself and distinguish the most suitable instant in order to observe existing landmarks. In this way, localisation and cartography are operating simultaneously which represent the basis of SLAM. The probabilistic distribution to perform SLAM is presented by the following expression
with:
-M: vector of landmarks positions.
A simplified SLAM performance can be translated into a scheme described by the Figure 1 . 
EKF SLAM Simulation
In this part, an EKF SLAM based simulation is realized for a mobile robot. The robot follows a specific trajectory.
Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm Formulation
EKF SLAM depends on existing elements on the navigation environnement called landmarks so it can update the robot's position [12] . Both robot and landmarks positions are kept in guard by the algorithm while processing.
We explicit the implementation of the EKF SLAM for a robot navigation in a defined environnement with stationary features. The process model depends essentially on both robot and map landmarks coordinates presented respectively by X t and M t . It is defined by the state vector which dimension is equal to(2n + 3).
. .
(x, y, θ) is the robot position while (x a1 , y a1 , . . . , x an , y an ) define n landmarks positions.
During the robot movement, we control both of its speeds: linear and angular ones presented by u = (v, ω).
The navigation equation is then defined by:
As a result, we obtain the corresponding Jacobian matrix:
For every observed landmark "l i ", we calculate its relative position using the observation model:
The resulted jacobian matrix is then presented by:
To estimate both robot and landmark positions, we follow Extended Kalman Filter steps.
-State prediction: The predicted state estimate is expressed as:
The predicted covariance estimate is given by:
This step handles prediction's measurement or innovation.
-Observation: Measurements and data association are realized. Thus, estimated positions and noise are obtained.
-Correction of the predicted state: In this step, we obtain both updated state and covariance estimates.
where K is the Kalman gain:
Simulation Results: Case of a Small Scale Map
A simulation-based analysis of the EKF algorithm for the SLAM method is realised in this Section. We aim to show the robot's behaviour while tracking a defined way through the EKF SLAM algorithm. We define in this simulation a set of waypoints for the robot to reach. Stationary landmarks are presented in dots in presence of a squared obstacle. The robot starts to move with a speed of 2 m/s from its initial position defined by (30, 25) and a initial orientation equal to 0 • .
The trajectory is presented in Figure 2 .
All along the trajectory, both real and estimated robots positions are drawn with triangles and following each other. Every time a landmark is seen, uncertainty gaussian ellipses are applied around it. Performances of EKF SLAM is evaluated for two different cases. First, the robot's perception of landmarks is limited. Subsequently, only 16 of 54 defined landmarks are seen. The resulted loop is executed in 27.3 seconds. Figure 4 presents simulation results.
We increase in a second experience the perception range of the robot sensors. The program becomes slower which is justified by taking into account 36 landmarks. Results of this second case are shown in Figure 5 . 
SLAM Application on a Mobile Robot

Presentation of the Robotic System
Experimental tests are realized on Wifibot, a well designed robot offering to the user a platform to develop and manipulate different applications in an easy way. The Wifi board ensures a wireless connection of the system with the configured access point which is provided freely. It uses the Hokuyo UT M −30LX laser sensor of the robot which covers 270 • and allows to detect all objects from a highly long distance. Control and measure acquisitions are easier and more reliable using the laser telemeter sensor. By doing 40 scans/second, it can achieve an accuracy of 0.25 • . SLAM algorithm is applied on Wifibot through the Core SLAM unit. This unit has been developed by pioneered researchers in robotic applications. It uses the laser telemeter's measures and odometric data in order to built the navigation map.
Several units are available and compatible to be connected to Core SLAM unit. They allow the user to follow and localize the Wifibot during its movement.
Once units are connected and the robot starts to move, we obtain a display of the navigation map with the robot. Figure 6 describes the resulted map with white and grey colours and where we can find the robot whose orientation is indicated by an arrow. 
Experimental Tests
In order to read the obtained map, we needed to exploit all inputs and outputs and proceed with several tests on the robot. Realized experiences make it easier to read the map and understand the way how Core SLAM unit works. As we already know both robot and obstacle's positions, understanding those values is not a difficult task and Core SLAM unit is no longer considered as a black box. We conclude that for values: -0 −→ 128: presence of an obstacle, -128: undefined state for the robot, -128 −→ 255: free space for navigation.
The map is being read from right side to the left side and from the bottom to the top. The achieved experience to exploit Core SLAM unit demonstrates that it is a very useful in robotic mapping and localization especially in uncertain environment.
Resulted map based from unit experiments is considered a large scale map. Simulation of EKF SLAM performances have been realized on these new dimensions. As the purpose of the EKF is to predict the robot position, figures 12 and 13 show real and estimated trajectories respectively comparing to the one resulted from defined waypoints. 
Evaluation on SLAM Behaviour
As the robot moves, uncertainty increases. Besides, the environnement is considered a large scale map. Consequently, we experience failure and inevitable inconsistency in the EKF SLAM algorithm. In several works, consistency of the algorithm is evaluated by checking the difference between the true state covariance P k and the estimated state covariance P k|k . If:
then the filter is consistent. Otherwise, it is not consistent. This method is used when P k|k and P k are available [3] . In our case, it is difficult to know the covariance state unlike the process model which we are able to fix both of its real and estimated states. For that, we consider the Normalized Estimation Error Squared (NEES) to evaluate the consistency of SLAM algorithm [20] . with:
In order to evaluate the performance of EKF SLAM, we rely on Monte Carlo simulation technique. This method is very useful to test estimators consistency or compare estimators on the basis of bias and precision.
Thus, we calculate the average NEES for N runs. The NEES is noted ε k and given by equation 3. The average NEES is then presented as follows: In Figure 15 , we present the heading performance during the robot's navigation. Comparison between real and estimated headings is considered a tool for detecting inconsistencies in the behavior of the EKF SLAM.
Figure 15. Headings uncertainty
The headings'curve is rising with several spikes which indicate failure of the EKF SLAM. Consequently, we can conclude that at every time, the heading difference is smaller, the EKF SLAM is more consistent. In the case of large scale maps, the algorithm inconsistency is frequent and due to several elements. It can be caused by observation time or measurements and process noises as proved by many studies [1, 3, 9] . To prevent the inflation of the headings difference and improve the filter performance, optimization techniques are required to be integrated in the algorithm.
Consistency Test for EKF SLAM
We present a necessary condition for consistency based on the chi-square distribution test of a linear gaussian filter. Nε k has a χ 2 density with Ndim(X k ) degrees of freedom. It is primordial to satisfy for N runs the following condition
where r 1 and r 2 represent limits of the tolerated probability region. For 100 runs, the 95% probability concentration region for ε k has to be bounded by the interval cutting 5% from the upper limit. Relying on the gaussian table of distribution, the region can be defined by The obtained result is presented in Figure 16 . If ε k rises higher than the upper bound, the filter is considered too optimistic and if it tends below the lower bound, the filter is too conservative or too pessimistic. In both ways, the filter is counted inconsistent.
As Figure 16 shows, we conclude that 95% of the average NEES is found in the tolerance region for 100 runs. Nevertheless, when observing the whole curve described by Figure 14 , it is clear that the EKF SLAM algorithm is inconsistent as it rises in a significant way higher the upper bound value beyond the iteration 700 besides the presence of an important spike.
In fact, the inconsistency of EKF SLAM is a frequent problem especially for large scale maps. Measurements and observation processes are main factors besides of existing noisy data.
Comparison Between EKF SLAM Consistency for Both Small and Large Scaled Maps
In order to evaluate more the SLAM algorithm, we realize the consistency test for the case of the small map. Figure 17 In the other hand, the orientation uncertainty is presented in Figure 18 . The maximal value of the orientation difference doesn't exceed 0.025 • . Figure 18 . Orientation uncertainty for a small scaled map
The curves show clearly that the filter in this case is more consistent for longer iterations. As a result, the robot navigates in a more stable way and the EKF SLAM will be more performant and robust.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have come to explicit a SLAM algorithm based on the Extended Kalman Filter. We have simulated the EKF SLAM on a small scale map. Then, we have introduced an experimental method to explore a Core Slam unit package integrated in a mobile robot. The unit in no longer a black box and its use becomes easier. Obtained large scale map was subject of evaluating performances of SLAM algorithm. Results show that the proposed method is very useful in tracking a defined trajectory although the difference between real and estimated data indicates inaccuracy of the algorithm. For consistent behaviour, the chi-square distribution is being used to test the algorithm performance. The average Normalized Estimation Error Squared besides heading curves show disturbances in addition of several spikes. We conclude that the consistency of the EKF SLAM is unavoidable especially in the case of large scale maps. As a future work, we should consider an optimization approach to make the SLAM algorithm more consistent and thereafter, to implement it to be tested on a real mobile robot. 
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